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Abstract In this work we analyzed the stability of the minimal 53 invariant extension of the Higgs 
potential. In the 53 invariant minimal standard model it is assumed that the Higgs fields belong to 
the three-dimensional reducible representation of the permutation group 53. We show that in the 
three 53 Higgs doublet model at tree-level the potential minimum preserving electric charge and CP 
symmetries, when it exists, is the global one. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the Standard Model each family of fermions enters independently. In order to un
derstand the replication of family fermion generation and reduce the number of free 
parameters, one is lead to introduce a flavour family fermion group. Recently succesfuly 
work has been done using a flavour family discrete 5(3) group. Although their existence 
is a fundamental piece of the theory, the least understood part of the Standard Model is 
the property of Higgs boson. With exact 5(3) flavour symmetry the fermion masses are 
degenerated, and a flavoured Higgs boson is needed to avoid this problem. In this paper 
we extend the Standard Model Higgs Sector using a flavour discrete symmetry 5(3) as
suming that Higgs fields belong to the three-dimensional reducible representation of the 
flavour permutational group 5(3). Since the potential and its minimization play a vital 
part in the successful construction of the model we analyze the 5(3)-invariant Higgs bo
son potential and found the conditions under which the potential minimum preserving 
electric charge and CP symmetries, is the global one. 

EXTENSION SM®53 

The most general Higgs potential invariant under exact SU(2)L X U{\)Y X 53 can be 
expressed as [1]: 

V = nf(xi +x2)+HQX3+axl+bx3 (x\ +x2)+c(xi +x2)2 -\dx\ +g (xi -x 2 ) 2 + 4x| 

+2e [2x4x6 +x8(x! -x2)]+f(xl +x?j+xl +xj) +2h (x\ -xi, +x\ -xj), 
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where x,' are the components of a vector X given by X r = (xi,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7,xg,X9), 
following the notation for the Higgs potential given in Ref.[2]: 

X\ = <J>J<I>1 

X4 = SS ( ^ j ^ ) 

XS = J> ( ^ j ^ ) 

X2 = <I>T<J>2 

X6=@U>\®S) 

X1 = J (®\®s) 

x3 = <i>l<i>s 

x s = M U>l<i>s
S 

Xg = J ? (<I>2<I>S 

Here, the SU(2)L doublet Higgs fields, 4>i and 4>2 belongs to the S(3) doublet Hr> and 
<£>s is the S(3) singlet: 

$ 1 
pi + i(pw 

<|>2 h + m 
% + i(pn 

$ <?5 + l<?6 
p9 + i<Pl2 

Defining a vector A and the square symmetric matrix B as 
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we can write the 5(3) Higgs potential as: 

V = ATX + -XTBX. 
2 

This potential has three types of minimum or stationary points, that is: the normal 
minimum with the following field configuration: (pj = vj, 0g = V2, <fo = vj and (pi = 0(i = 
1,2,3,.., 12); the electric charge breaking stationary point, where three of the charged 
fields (pi has a non zero vev: (pj = v'j, (p$ = v'2, (p$ = v'3, (pi = a, ^3 = p, ^5 ^ 0; and the 
CP-symmetry breaking stationary point where three of the imaginary neutral component 
fields (pi gets a non zero vev: ^7 = v'/, 08 = v", (p9 = v", (pw = <5, <j>u = 7, <Pn i1 0. 

THE NORMAL, CB AND CP BREAKING MINIMUMS 

(A) Normal Minimum: From the definitions given above, the normal minimum corre
sponds to the following field configuration x,- = v? for i = 1,2,3, X4 = \\\2, *6 = î̂ 3> 
x8 = v2v3, andxs : 
written as 

: X7 = X9 = 0, with this notation, the minimization conditions can be 

— -a dv dxJ 
dvi dxj dvi 

1,2,3 j= 1,2,.., 9 

The solution to this coupled equations implies e = 0 or vi = 3v2 . Defining the vectors 
V' = ^ |m,-B, and XA X normal min we obtain that in the normal minimum 

V' = A + BXA X£V: = 0. (1) 
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In this notation the potential in the normal minimum can be written as 

VN = -^XT
NVXN = l-KTXN. (2) 

(B) Charge Breaking: We consider the case where the charge breaking comes from the 
S3 Higgs doublet Hp, for this configuration the fields with vev's different from zero are 
07 = v'j, 08 = v'2, fa = v'3 and 0i = a, 03 = p. These vevs break charge conservation and 
would give mass to the photon, but in the CB minimum we can always have a solution 
with a = p = 0. In the CB stationary point the vector XCB = X \CB min is: 

XT
CB= (a2+vf,l52+Vli,Vi, a j3+ViV2,0 ,v iv3 ,0 ,V2V3,0) 

and the stationarity conditions can be expressed in vectorial form as follows: 

ay 
dx •^ \x=xCB= 0 «• A + BXCB = 0. (3) 

This is a linear equation, then, if it has a solution for XCB this is unique. The potential 
evaluated in CB is: 

\CB = -\XTCBVKCB- (4) 

From this equation and equations (l)-(3), we can write 

V C B - V J V ^ X ^ V ' . (5) 

If the right side is positive the normal minimum is always deeper then the CB minimum. 
(C) CP Breaking: We assume that CP breaking comes from the S3 Higgs doublet Ho, 

in this case, the CP breaking stationary point is given by the non-zero vevs 07 = v'j, 
08 = v'2, 09 = V3, 0io = $ and 0n = 7. Then,defming the vectors \'CP = J ^ \cpmin, and 
XCp = X \cpmin, we obtain that 

XCTV'CP = 0 and \Cp = ^TXCP. 

Now, we have all the elements to show that the normal minimum is deeper than CP 
minimum. As in the previous case, we obtain the expression 

V C T - V J V ^ X ^ V ' . (6) 

Also, the normal minimum is deeper if X^P\' is positive. 

MASS MATRICES 

The second derivatives of the Higgs potential are necessary to know the nature of the 
stationary points. These derivatives are given by: 

d2V dV d2xi d2V dxidxm 

-+ . (7) (90,(90y dxi (90,(90y dxidxm (90; (90y 
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The corresponding squared Higgs mass matrix has the form 

[M2] = i ([M2] + CrBC). (8) 

The derivatives dxi/dfyj form a 9 x 12 matrix, which we call C and the second deriva
tives in the second term of equation (7) are clearly the matrix elements Bim of B matrix. 
Evaluated at each of the different stationary points only the fields <j>T,<j>%,<j>9, <j>i,<jh,,<j>s 
and 0i2 appear, and the rest vev's are always zero at the stationary points. In the normal 
minimum [Mj] = diag{M2

n,M\2) where M2
n and M\2 are 6 x 6 matrices. Then, the 

squared mass matrix is computed and take the form diag{M^, M^, M|, Mj>). In particu
lar, the physics charged Higgs masses can be expressed as 

m2
H± = V[ + Vi ± [AV'\ - %V[Vi + 8VX + 1 6 ^ J . 

M | and M | are block diagonal symmetric scalar and pseudoscalar Higgs mass matrices, 
respectively. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We analyzed the S3 extended Higgs potential of the SM including a Higgs doublet Ho 
and a Higgs singlet 4>j of the non-abelian discrete symmetry S3. In particular, we studied 
the Higgs potential stationary points: the normal one, charge breaking and CP breaking. 
We found the conditions in eq. (5)and (6) showing under which conditions the normal 
minimum, is a global and stable one. A complete analisis of the parameters space for the 
stationary points will be published else where. 
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